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Job Description  

Fundraising Assistant  
job ref: V236 

 
Volunteering Matters has been leading UK volunteering in policy and practice for more than 50 years. 
We know, through years of successful work, that investing in people through the power of volunteering 
makes a tangible difference to the volunteer, the beneficiary and society as a whole. Our volunteer 
programmes help to improve health and wellbeing; build stronger, more inclusive communities; and 
achieve lasting results. 

We believe that everyone can play a role in their community and should have the chance to participate. 
We develop and run projects and programmes to reflect this.  

Volunteering Matters has an experienced and busy Income Generation team, who are keen to 
strengthen its capacity by recruiting a Fundraising Assistant.  Having recently reorganised and refocused, 
the team want a Fundraising Assistant to help them maintain relationships with funders and partner 
organisations.    

This role would suit a candidate  looking for their  first role in fundraising. We are looking for an 
individual who is keen to develop their skills and experience, and  who is results-driven and ambitious. If 
you are seeking personal development and the opportunity to develop your  fundraising career this 
could be the role for you. 

Purpose of the role: 

The key purpose of this role is to support the Income Generation team to develop and maximise a 
portfolio of donors. You will research, explore and secure new relationships with funders and partners, 
as well as helping to maintain links with existing funders.  

You will naturally enjoy working as part of a team and developing and maintaining relationships. You will 
have experience of carrying out research and information sifting which can be used to back up 
arguments and cases to support our fundraising.   You will be keen to utilise your skills to research 
prospective funders, and identify potential areas where our projects can add value and capture 
imagination.  You will have an excellent attention to detail and ability to  ensure the highest professional 
standards at all time, and in maintaining good relationships with funders, recognising  the ambassadorial 
element of this role. You will be diplomatic, resilient and mindful of the complexities of charity 
fundraising. 

Accountability: The post holder will report to the Partnerships and Fundraising Manager 

Key Responsibilities: 

 To identify and research new multi year, contracts, grants or corporate partners; 

 Contacting funders via telephone, email and post in order to research new prospects and to 
cultivate existing supporters;  

 To help build an extensive pipeline of new partnership opportunities with statutory, corporate 
and other grant givers; 

 Support the development  of stewardship plans for existing and new funders which will include 

applications, updates and monitoring reports to support a range of projects, programmes and 

activities; 
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 Support relevant team members to develop funding proposals/approaches, ensuring accuracy of 

information for such approaches, and maintaining best practice in all income activity; 

 Contribute to the generation of impactful relationships to ensure all proposals and pitches are 
compelling and highly professional; 

 Reviewing feedback from funders and agreeing approaches and future actions with others in the 
team;  

 To use the Raiser’s Edge CRM system as a compelling customer management and relationship 
tool ensuring ongoing data capture of relevant points of contact and interactions;  

 To represent the organisation at external events and conferences; 
 Any other reasonable duties to support the wider Income Generation Team; 

 

We are looking for someone who has the following experience/skills and attributes:  
 

Essential: 

 Has a highly proactive approach to identifying, researching and cultivating opportunities 

 Is creative and able to devise viable, innovative ideas and solutions 

 Has the ability to help support a pipeline of relationships and prospects to contribute to 
ambitious income targets 

 Has the ability to build strong working relationships with colleagues across the organisation, 
working  together to achieve shared goals 

 Has excellent planning and organisational skills with the ability to deal with conflicting demands 
across multiple projects and partnerships 

 Has excellent interpersonal skills including the ability to persuade, motivate, network and 
negotiate with internal and external stakeholders effectively 

 Has the ability to clearly articulate the charity’s vision and programmes in a compelling and 
professional manner to inspire varied audiences, including confidence in presenting to a range of 
audiences 

 Excellent research skills and ability to use data to support proposals   

 Has excellent written communications skills  including being able to write compelling 
propositions and in corresponding with internal and external stakeholders 

 Adaptable to change and willing to adopt a flexible and resilient approach to work 
 

Desirable:  
 Has experience of having worked in income generation for the voluntary sector  

 Has experience using CRM databases including The Raiser’s Edge 
 

The job description gives an outline of key duties and is not intended to be an exhaustive list. The post 

holder may be asked from time to time to take on other responsibilities as reasonably requested by their 

line manager.   

Volunteering Matters is committed to Equal Opportunities.  As users of the disability symbol we 

guarantee to interview all disabled applicants who meet the minimum criteria for vacancies 

If we have not contacted you again by the interview date it means that on this occasion we are unable to 

take your application further. 


